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GAMBLING AND CHEATING IN ANCIENT ROME. 
BY RODOLFO LANCIANI, PROFESSOR OF ARCHAEOLOGY IN 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ROME. 

In the spring of 1876, during the construction of the Via 

Volturno, near the Praetorian camp, a Roman tavern was dis 

covered, containing, besides many hundred amphorce, the "sign" 
of the establishment, engraved on a marble slab. Here it is : 

ABEMVS INOENA 

PVLLYM PISCEM 

PERNAM PAONEM 

BENA. TOKES 

The meaning of the sign is double ; it tells the customers that 
a good supper was always ready within, and that the gaming 
tables were always open to gamblers. The sign, in fact, is a 
tabula lusoria in itself, as shown by the characteristic arrange 

ment of the thirty-six letters, in three lines and six groups of six 
letters each. Orthography has been freely sacrificed to this arrange 

ment (abemus standing for habemus, cena for cena?n). The 
last word of the fourth line shows that the men who patronized the 
establishment were the Venatores immunes, a special troop of 

Praetorians, into whose custody the vivarium of wild beasts, 
and the amphitheatrum castrense were given. 

So intense was the love of the Roman for games of hazard, 
that wherever I have excavated the pavement of a portico, of a 

basilica, of a bath, or any flat surface accessible to the public, I 
have always found gaming tables engraved or scratched on the 
marble or stone slabs, for the amusement of idle men, always 
ready to cheat each other out of their money. 
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The evidence of this fact is to be found in the Forum, in the 
Basilica Julia, in the corridors of the Coliseum, on the steps of the 

temple of Venus and Rome, in the square in front of the Portico 

of the Twelve Gods, and even in the House of the Vestals after 
its secularization in 393. Gaming tables are especially abundant in 

barracks, such as those of the seventh battalion of vigiles nearby 
S. Critogono, and of the police at Ostia and Porto, and of the 

Roman encampment near Guise in the Department of the Aisne. 

Sometimes when the camp was moved from place to place, or else 

from Italy to the frontiers of the empire, the men would not 

hesitate to carry the heavy tables with their luggage. Two, of 

pure Roman make, have been discovered at Rusicade in Numidia 

and at A?n-Kebira in Mauretania. Naturally enough they could 

not be wanting in the Praetorian camp, and in the taverns 

patronized by its turbulent garrison, where the time was spent in 

revelling and gambling and in riots ending in fights and blood 
shed. To these scenes of violence often refer the wording of the 
tables: such as 

L?VATE LVDERE 
NESCIS DALVSO 
RILOCV RECEDE 

" Get up ? You know nothing about the game ; make room 

for better players ! 
" 

Two paintings were discovered in November, 
1876, in a tavern at Pompeii, in one of which are seen two 

players seated on stools opposite each other, and holding on 

their knees the gaming-table, upon which are arranged in 

various lines several latrunculi of various colors, yellow, black, 
and white. The man on the left shakes a yellow dice box, 
and exclaims " exsi " 

('' I am out ! "). The other one points to the 

dice, and answers " kok tria, dvas est " 
(" Not three points, but 

two!"). In the next picture the same individuals have sprung 
to their feet and show fight. The younger says 

" Not two, but 
three : I have the game !" whereupon the other man, after fling 
ing at him the grossest insult, repeats his assertion "ego pvi." 

The altercation ends with the appearance of the tavern-keeper, who 

pushes both men into the street and exclaims " itis foris rix 
satis " 

("Go out of my shop if you want to fight ! "). We may 
assume as a fact that taverns were frequented more for the facility 
they offered for heavy gambling, in spite of official prohibition, 
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than for their specialties in wine and food. Mercury was wor 

shipped in those dens more than Bacchus. Here is a sign of 

another " osteria" discovered at Lyons by Spon : 
" Here Mercury promises you gain, Apollo health, and Septu 

manus [a local god] good fare and a good bed." 
The one hundred and more tables already found in Rome, 

mostly in my life time, belong to six different games of hazard ; 
in some of them, however, the mere chance of dice-throwing was 

coupled with a certain amount of skill in moving the ?? men " or 

tesser . Their outline is always the same. There are three hor 

izontal lines at an equal distance, each line containing twelve signs, 
thirty-six in all. The signs vary in almost every table ; there are 

circles, squares, vertical bars, leaves, letters, monograms, crosses, 

crescents, and immodest symbols ; the majority of these tables 

(sixty-five) contain words arranged so as to make a full sentence 

with the thirty-six letters. These sentences speak of the fortune, 
and good or bad luck of the game, of the skill and pluck of the 

players, of the favor or hostility of bystanders and betting men. 

Sometimes they invite you to try the seduction of gambling, some 

times they warn you of the risks you incur. 

Here are a few examples : On a table found in the catacombs 

of Callixtus : "If you have a chance in your favor, I shall win 

by skill." On a table found in the catacombs of Cyriaca: "The 

circus is full: the clamor is great: Eugene, do win." In the 

pavement of the Basilica Julia : "If you lose, you cry ; if you 

gain, you exult." 

The table is divided into two sides by a middle line, each half 

being allotted to one of the partners, and the points of each being 
marked on the section on the right. 

The number of dice used was three, being marked with a 

minimum of one and a maximum of six spots. The most fortu 

nate throw, called Venereus by Cicero (de Divin., L, 13) and 

basilicus by Plautus (Curculio IL, 3,79) was when the dice 

showed three seniones or 18 spots. The progress of the game 
was marked on the board by the movement of the men 

(latrunculi) backwards and forwards. The gravity of the losses 

depended naturally upon the amount of money at stake and the 

fines that were paid when the dice showed one or more aces. 

It is difficult to explain what skill had to do with such a game, 
still Isidorus describes how inveterate gamblers could succeed in 
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throwing the six and in avoiding the unit. I suspect that this 

skill was not always innocent, and that a heavy particle of lead 

was, perhaps, concealed on the side of the unit. In a graffito at 

Pompeii, an honest player congratulates himself for having gained 
a good sum of money without fraud. Plautus dwells sometimes 
on these dishonest practices, to avoid which several instruments 
were invented from time to time, such as the horn (pyxis cornea) 
and the fritillus. It seems, however, that these instruments did 
not always fulfil their purpose. A third one was consequently 
invented, in the shape of a tower, with a spiral staircase inside 
and a funnel on the top. The dice shaken first in the horn, or 

in the fritillus, were thrown into the funnel and rolled down the 

spiral staircase until they landed on the table. Such precautions 
rendered cheating almost impossible. 

Children were initiated into the seductions of gambling (alea), 

by playing "nuts," a pastime cherished also by elder people. So 

strong, in fact, was the passion for nut gambling, and so 

heavy were the losses of many gamblers, that special laws were 

passed from time to time, by which the popular sport was 

declared a punishable offence, except in the days of the Satur 

nalia. Hence the name of saturnalici given to the nuts used in 

these exceptional days. It was customary to send them as a 

present, to exchange them among friends, or to carry them about 

when visiting In suburban villas and country houses. Thus 

Martial writes to Juvenal (Epigr. VIL, 91) : 

Be nostro, facunde, tibi. Juvenalis agello 
Saturnalitias mittimus, ecce, nuces. 

In the spring of 1878, a life-size statuette of a boy playing at 

nuts, was discovered in the cemetery of the Agro Verano, near 

S. Lorenzo fuori le mura. The statuette, cut in Pentelic marble, 

represents the young gambler, leaning forward, as if he had 

thrown or was about to throw the nut ; and his countenance 

shows anxiety and uncertainty as to the success of his trial. This 

rare work of art has been illustrated by Countess Ersilia Lovatelli 

Caetani in an admirable paper, published in 1882 in the Bullet 

tino Archeologico Comunale. Another classical recollection of 

the popular pastime was discovered seven years ago in the garden 
of Cavali?re Bertone, near the mausoleum of Lucilia Polla on the 

Via Salaria. It consists of an epitaph engraved on marble, de 

scribing how a certain freedman had been buried, "ad nvcem," 
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that is to say, in the vicinity of an osteria called ad nucem, from the 

heavy nut gambling in which its customers were allowed to in 

dulge. 
Nuts appear also in wedding ceremonies. The groom used to 

throw a handful of them among the young men assembled out 
side the door of the nuptial room to sing the joyous epithalamium ; 
as if wishing to declare that he was leaving forever the follies and 

thoughtless pleasures of youth. They were also thought to possess 
virtue in repelling the evil eye, both from the living and the 
dead. In the farms of La Marranella, on the right of the Via 

Praenestina, Prince del Drago discovered ten years ago a coffin 
with three nuts placed by the side of the corpse, as a safeguard 
against an evil influence, just as a Neapolitan of our days would 
use a horn of red coral. In another tomb discovered at Sienna 
the deceased had been laid to rest with a string of nuts around 
her neck. 

The game could be played in many ways. One way, still 

popular among Italian boys, was to make a pyramidal 
" castle 

" 

with four nuts, three at the base and one at the top, and then to 

try and knock it down with the fifth nut thrown from a certain 

distance. The game is represented in two ancient bas-reliefs, one 

discovered at Ostia and illustrated by Gerhard, the second dis 
covered in Rome and illustrated by Melchiorri. The second way 
of playing was to design a triangle on the floor with chalk, sub 

dividing it into several compartments by means of lines parallel 
with the base ; the winnings were regulated according to the 

compartment in which the nut fell and remained. Italian boys 
are still very fond of this game, which they call campana, be 
cause the figure designed on the floor has the shape of a bell : it 

is played with coppers. 
There was a third system, in which the players placed their 

stakes (nuts, which had a value like counters of the present day) 
in a vase with a large opening. The one who succeeded first in 

throwing his missile inside the jar would gain its contents. To Lu 

cius Verus, one of the heaviest gamblers of old times, is attributed a 

new variety, which consisted in breaking the vase with a copper 
coin thrown from a considerable distance. The Emperor Gallienus 

substituted apples for nuts ; de pomis castella composuit, as his 

biographer says. 
Not very different from the chance of pair and impair was the 
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one of betting on which side a piece of money, thrown up in the 

air, would come down. The Greeks used for this game a shell, 
black on one side, white on the other, and called it vv?, r? tf/x?poc. 
The Latins used a copper (as), with the head of Janus on one 
face and the prow of a galley on the other, calling it capita aut 
navim. Our Italian boys call it arma e santo, testa e croce, Marco 

e Madonna, according to the emblems of coinage peculiar to the 
old states of the peninsula. Cheating was possible also in this 

game of heads and tails. I have had in my hands a coin of Nero, 
which had been saw n in two, an uneven piece of iron placed 
between, and the two halves readjusted so that the coin was 
sure of falling on the same side on each throw. 

These social games, and others, the description of which will 
be easily found in the works of Becker, Marquardt, Hermann, 

Becq de Fou quieres, Ficoroni, etc., first contrived as a simple 
pastime, became in progress of time a most pernicious mania. 

Magistrates tried to interfere, with little or no success. Games in 
which room was left for a display of skill were put aside and for 

gotten in fashionable circles, and alea reigned alone. 
It is refreshing to read of the pleasant way in which Augustus 

used to play. He was not afraid to be called a gambler, and 

played simply, honestly, openly, for the real pleasure of it, even 

in his old age, not only in the month of December, in which it 
was lawful to do it, during the week of the Saturnalia, but also 
on other feast-days all through the year. We have the account of 
-one of these festive sittings, given by Augustus himself, which I 

quote : " We have passed, my dear Tiberius, the quinquatrus, 

[the anniversary feast of Minerva, beginning on the nineteenth of 
March and lasting five days] in great merriment, gambling every 

day and warming up to the occasion. Your brother distinguished 
himself by the great noise he made, and, after all, he did not lose 

very much, for fortune turned in his favor just when he was 

approaching ruination. I have lost thirty thousand sesterces, 

because, as usual, I was very liberal towards my guests and part 
ners. Had I taken from them all that was due to me, and had 

I been more careful in offering money right and left, I would 
have cleared at least fifty thousand." 

The hospitality of Augustus was so considerate in every way 
that a sum of money was distributed daily among his guests to 

help them put up their stakes. So he writes to Julia : "I have 
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sent you two hundred and fifty sesterces, which represent the 
amount offered to my guests in case they wished to try their 
chance at pair 

and impair." 

There were, however, very few gentlemen in Rome ready to 
imitate the disinterestedness and moderation of their sovereign. 

The establishment of an imperial court hastened the decadence of 

social morality. Contemporary authors complain very often of 

this state of things. There is a deep feeling of regret and sadness 
in Horace when he says in Ode III., 24 : " The young Roman is 
no longer devoted to the manly habits of riding and hunting ; his 
skill seems to develop more in the games of chance forbidden by 
law." But the laws, especially the lex talaria prohibiting dice 

gambling at meal-times, were powerless against the evil. Cicero 

mentions the name of a Licinius Lenticula who, after having un 

dergone his penalty for gambling, did not hesitate to repeat the 
offence in the forum. " Never has the torrent of vice been so 

irresistible," says Juvenal in Satire I., 87, "or the depths of ava 

rice more absorbing, or the passion for gambling more intense. 
None approach nowadays the gambling table with the purse ; they 
must carry with them their strongbox. What can we think of 
these profligates more ready to lose one hundred thousand than 
to give a tunic to a slave dying with cold ?" 

" What is the advantage," he says in another passage (VIII., 
9) "of displaying in your mansion an array of family portraits, 

when you, unworthy descendants of heroes, pass your nights in 

gambling ? " 
The contagion of example was felt by the younger 

generations, and it became customary to see boys assembled round 

the table, shaking the dice in the box. No wonder that the 

severity of the republican laws should have been mitigated under 
this state of things, and perhaps it was a wise thought to open, as 

it were, a valve of security against this outbreak of human pas 
sion. The application of penalties and fines was suspended dur 

ing the week of the Saturnalia, and the magistrate to whom the 

surveillance of gambling houses was intrusted was allowed to be 

lenient and shut his eyes for the time being. But this time was 

never long enough for gamblers. 
" 

Betrayed by the noise of the 

dice-box which he shakes with trembling hand, he begs the 

iEdilisto let him try the chance once more" (Martial, V., 85). 
So far the poets. If we consult the evidence of historians 

the colors are still darker. They speak sometimes of the palace 
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of the Caesars having been transformed into a gambling den. 

According to Suetonius, Caligula not only accepted the profits 
from games of chance, but drew much more from fraud and 

perjury, cheating freely his guests and friends, plus mendacio, 

atque etiam periurio lucrabatur (c. 41.). Once having asked 

his neighbor to hold the dice for him, he spied two wealthy 
Roman knights promenading in the vestibule of the palace. He 
caused them to be immediately put in irons, confiscated their 

property, and rushed back to his seat at the dice table, boasting 
that he had never done a better stroke in his life. Claudius was 

blindly devoted to the alea, having written a treatise on the 

subject. He even had a carriage built in such a way as to allow him 

and his party to gamble while travelling. Whoever wanted to 

make a rapid and brilliant career at court had only to flatter his 

passion for the dice. Seneca inflicts on him an imaginary, but 

telling, punishment. He represents the Emperor in hell playing 
with the dice-box, with a hole at the bottom, so that when he 

shakes the instrument both dice?utraque tessera?slip through 
the hole : a passage which proves that the Romans played some 

times with two, instead of three dice. Nero, whom naturally one 

expects to find in such company, was fond of a desperate game, 
and, according to his biographer (c. 30.), usually put up the 

stake at four hundred thousand sesterces for each point, a sum 

corresponding to thirteen thousand four hundred dollars, or 

thereabouts. Of Domitian we are told that he was always ready 
to resort to the dice, quoties otium esset, even in the morning 
hours. As regards Commodus, we know from Lampridius that 

he turned the imperial palace into a regular Monte Carlo, devoted 

to every excess of refined or brutal profligacy. Being once 

pressed for money, and unwilling perhaps to borrow from his 

subjects, he simulated the intention of visiting the African pro 
vinces of the empire ; and having thus obtained a grant from the 

treasury under false pretences, he spent it all in gambling and 

rioting. 
Lucius Verus ranks foremost in the list of Roman imperial 

gamblers. 
" Such was his passion for debauchery 

" 
[I quote a 

well known passage of Capitolinus, c. 4] "that on his return from 

Syria he established a tavern in his own palace, to which he re 

paired after leaving the table of Marcus Aurelius, and there he 

partook of the lowest kind of food and drink, and passed the 
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night in playing games of chance, a passion which he had con 

tracted in Syria." 
The contagion of imperial example led to the practical aboli 

tion of prohibitory laws. It was only towards the end of the 

empire that a new attempt was made to check the evil. It was 

made by Justinian, through a law absolutely forbidding games 
of chance, and tolerating those of skill, provided the stakes should 

exceed a fixed maximum. We are ignorant of what results were 

accomplished by force of law ; we believe, however, that the sub 

siding of the passion for gambling, after Justinian's age, must 

be attributed less to his code of government than to the spread 

ing of Christian principles. 
Rodolfo Lanciani. 
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